
This IS actual foaling season.

(Draft notes) Report of the Bureau of Land Management “Triple B” Complex 
Roundup. Laura Leigh, 8/10/2011

Contractor: Sun-J out of Vernal Utah. Suspect Contract in that contract was awarded before 
company was even incorporated. First roundup observed by this contractor in Warm Springs 
Oregon had one witnessed fatality in an inappropriately set trap. Only two observation days 
allowed at that roundup and on one of those days no horses came in. All significant handling of 
horses by this contractor were kept from public view during the Callaghan/Bald Mountain and 
New Pass/Ravenswood roundup in December 2010. Holding at Callaghan had debris, 
equipment and horses standing in water in pens as temperatures dipped below freezing. 
Antelope roundup demonstrated extraordinary issues including poor flying that jeopardized 
horses and crew, over-driving, lack of water and rough unnecessarily rough handling. Many 
questions including the wife (Jody) being former BLM employee and DOT violations.

Ground research: Water available and forage available to sustain current population. Road 
expansion due to expanding mining operations.

Roundup Concerns: Dates for operation conflict with actual foaling season.The majority of 
deaths associated with this operation are of foals. BLM is citing “abnormalities” that are not 
abnormal in foals. Many of the “abnormalities” cited can be caused by the roundup operation. 

Published foaling season must accurately reflect foaling season on the range.

Bloody legs indicating reckless travel over rocky terrain.

The pilot utilized by Sun J has not improved techniques since the Antelope roundup. Bands are 
being shattered. This is particularly disturbing when you take newborn foal behavior into 
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account. Newborns may be left on the range. The scattering of bands is confirmed by sex 
sorting observations day 2, and through observation of pilot performance.

Bands being driven extreme distances. Observation shows bands coming from over ten miles 
away. Drives can last more than one hour.

Pilot appears to have extreme difficulty getting horses to enter trap as escapes are prolific. 
Horses appear confused as the pilot does not seem to understand how to move horses.

Hot shots were suspected and confirmed to be in use. BLM confirmed hotshot use by the 
contractor.

Water and feed distribution has been an ongoing battle with contractor. It is suspected that 
ground crew is having difficulty getting contractor to provide basic needs that are not specific to 
contract.

Contract must be reviewed or suspended until basic humane care can be provided.

Observation opportunities must be improved. Ability to assess horses is still not provided.

Temperature and range conditions are a factor. Operations in this desert should cease at 85 
degrees.

One of the foals euthanized for “abnormality.” Foal is not abnormal. The fetlock is swollen from 
the roundup and perfectly “normal” in a foal that NEVER should have been run.
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Third horse to try to escape through sloppy setting of trailer and panels. This one gets her head 
wedged.

Blood present on many of the pasterns and feet of horses in holding indicating rough travel and 
improper loading.
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Severe wounds on all four legs. Horse IS NOT included in “gather” report as Brand Inspector 
said may be domestic. Horse has no brand as is severely wounded from the roundup. most 
likely run through the barbed wire on the range.

Facial wounds present on horses in holding. 
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Pilot sends confusing messages and scatters horses that are run, not trotted or walked, for 
distances lasting as much as an hour.

Alkali dust (caustic) so thick it obscures helicopter in 90 degree heat.
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Baby leaning on family members to stay upright after run.

Youtube links to video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyM9a11ihLs
Baby roped and over-driven. Helicopter comes way to close to exhausted foal for no logical 
reason:

Triple B roundup
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nztk88h5Mzs&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39Kq-tb-hqo&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG45kcN9iRc&feature=related

contact: WildHorseEducation@gmail.com
website: http://WildHorseEducation.org
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